It is shown how orthogonal compact-support multiwavelets may be used for the solution of quantum mechanical eigenvalue problems subject to specific boundary conditions. Special scaling functions and wavelets with convenient limiting behaviors at the edges of an interval are constructed in analogy to earlier work on single wavelet families. All of the integrals required for Hamiltonian matrix elements involving both regular and edge functions are calculated efficiently through use of recursion and quadrature methods. It is demonstrated through accurate eigenvalue determination that both Cartesian and curvilinear degrees of freedom are readily accommodated with such a basis, using as examples the particle in a box and the hydrogen atom in spherical polar coordinates.
I. Introduction
The introduction of compact support wavelets by Daubechies [17, 18] raised the prospect of solving partial differential equations with functions resembling finite elements, but with automatic orthogonality and multiresolution properties. Previously, the development of general algorithms based on orthogonal functions providing highly customizable resolution would have seemed fantastic. At present, it merely seems difficult. A great deal of progress has occurred in the last several years. For example, many different varieties of such wavelet families [44] have now been derived, methods for calculation of integrals have been developed [38, 4, 16, 54, 34] , and there are efficient means for dealing with operators expressed in multiscale bases [5] . Early applications naturally gravitated toward differential equations with strongly specific local behavior, e.g., differential equations modeling shock wave fronts in fluids [25, 41, 39, 56, 43] , which may be solved by Wavelet Galerkin [25, 41, 39, 71, 53, 55] or Wavelet Collocation [61, 62, 3] methods. Our specific interest is in the application to quantum mechanical problems involving atoms and molecules, for which much the same numerical machinery is needed. A number of quantum mechanical wavelet investigations have already been undertaken [9, 21, 23, 49, 66, 6, 60, 22, 28, 26, 31, 65, 34, 27, 1, 29, 20] , though some of these studies have preferred nonorthogonal wavelets for reasons concerning sampling properties, smoothness, etc. At present, somewhat ironically, one is probably more limited in the ability to use the orthogonal compact-support wavelets, even though these are the functions that fueled the initial widespread interest in wavelet applications. For example, it was not until 1996 (to our knowledge) that it was even demonstrated that Daubechies wavelets could be used systematically in accurate eigenvalue determination for Hamiltonians with general classes of potentials [49] . There are still residual issues however. The combination of orthogonality and compact support properties disallows symmetry of the basis functions [18] , leading unavoidably to either a left or right bias on the support. Moreover, wavelets are generally defined along infinitely long Cartesian axes. This ignores the large number of physical problems most naturally expressed in curvilinear coordinates, as well as Cartesian problems possessing hard potential walls.
The issue of left-right democracy may be handled by adopting one of the wavelet variations that accommodates both compact support and symmetry properties. One of these, biorthogonal wavelets, would unfortunately require giving up the hermiticity of the Hamiltonian matrix.
Another, multiwavelets, offers symmetry, greater localization, and hermiticity at the price of increasing the number of distinct functional shapes to be included in the basis. The primary handicap to use of multiwavelets at the current time is probably lack of examples of their use, one of the problems addressed in this paper. The specific choice made here is the multiwavelet family of Chui and Lian [10] , symmetric and antisymmetric pairs of functions defined on the interval [0, 3] . All of the necessary tools for calculation of the kinetic and potential energy matrix elements with this basis are given below, providing a multiwavelet generalization of results for the single (or scalar) wavelet families [38, 4, 16, 54, 34] .
The issue of curvilinear coordinates is important throughout a huge variety of electronic and nuclear applications. One finds use made of spherical, parabolic, elliptical, and other coordinates [52] in atomic physics, as well as radial and angular variables from valence bond, Jacobi, hyperspherical [58] , Radau [35] , and several other types of coordinates arising in molecular physics. In special cases curvilinear coordinates are used because they allow a separation of variables, but they are also frequently used because they simplify nonseparable multidimensional problems (e.g., for reasons of symmetry). The lack of compact support wavelets constructed specifically for use with curvilinear coordinates has appeared to be a general limitation of wavelet techniques. In many cases, however, the differences offered by curvilinear coordinates can be reduced to (i) a restriction of the domain of definition to either a half-line or a finite interval and (ii) simple algebraic singularities at the domain edge(s). The first point also occurs in Cartesian problems such as the particle in a box, for which the potential restricts motion to a finite interval.
For single wavelet systems [46, 12, 13, 2, 50, 51] and, more recently, for biorthogonal multiwavelets [14] , special functions have been constructed that complement the regular basis functions in order to adapt the multiresolution analysis adapted to a fixed interval. This approach is complementary to the recent body of work on the use of Wavelet Galerkin methods for partial differential equations in bounded domains [67, 15, 8, 36, 24, 63, 37, 19, 7, 11] .
In this paper, a method similar to that of Monasse and Perrier [51] is used to construct edge functions for the Chui-Lian multiwavelet basis. These "multiwavelets on the interval" are suited to the satisfaction of one-and two-point boundary conditions for the example quantum systems --the particle in a box and the angular and radial equations arising from the separation of variables for the hydrogen atom --as well as many others. It has not previously been possible to obtain eigenvalues for such problems with more than a few digits of accuracy even using single orthogonal wavelet families, much less multiwavelets. The basis will also provide tailored resolution in solutions of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation in curvilinear coordinates. The price we must pay for all this is the evaluation of a significant number of key integrals involving differential and local operators and involving Chui-Lian functions and their edge counterparts, even though symmetry properties are used as much as possible to reduce the number of independent integrals required. While these first demonstrations are specific to the Chui-Lian multiwavelet family, it is expected that such evaluations for other wavelet or multiwavelet families can be largely automated.
II. Multiwavelets on the full line
The two scaling functions { 1 x ( ), 2 x ( )} and the two wavelets { 1 x ( ), 2 x ( ) } defined by Chui and Lian are shown in Fig. 1 . All of these functions have unit L 2 norm. Lettinĝ
T , these vectors obey the two-scale relationŝ
representing a matrix version of the relations obeyed by the Daubechies wavelet families. The coefficients c k and d k are 2x2 constant matrices given in Appendix A. Square-normalized copies of these functions that are squeezed by 1/ 2 j and shifted by k / 2 j for integral j and k are given by
A complete orthonormal basis can be specified by choosing a coarsest scale, which we shall denote for convenience as j = 0, and including all j = 0 scaling functions and all j ≥ 0 wavelets. Thus, a function f x ( ) expanded in this set takes the form
(In the following we shall use the conventions that two subscripts implies j = 0, i.e., k ≡ 0k
and k ≡ 0k , while one subscript implies j = 0 and k = 0, i.e., ≡ 00 and ≡ 00 .)
Finite basis calculations are then implemented by retaining only some maximum number J of scales (0 ≤ j < J ) and restricting each sum over k to include only those values in a region or regions of interest,
A constraint that enters into the constuction of the multiwavelet system is that Eq. (1) represents coarsening (lowpass filtering) and Eq. (2) represents selection of details (highpass filtering). This is partially ensured by requiring that the multiwavelets are orthogonal to loworder polynomials. As a consequence, these polynomials are precisely contained within the space of the scaling functions. We have the exact equality
provided that P x ( ) is at most a quadratic polynomial. The Chui-Lian multiwavelet family is said to be of approximation order three since the three powers x 0 , x 1 , and x 2 can be exactly expressed as linear combinations of the multiscaling functions [10] . Evaluation of the projections of powers onto the multiscaling functions can be accomplished by use of Eq. (1), as shown in a separate paper [32] . We define the moments,
where the shift is not necessarily integral. Then Eq. (1) implies that the vector equation
must be satisfied, where the matrix
is easily calculated. In the particular case p = 0, Eq. (9) reduces to
i.e., ˆ m 0 is an eigenvector of m 0 with eigenvalue 1. For the current multiwavelets, the initial moments are given by ˆ m 0 = 1,0
[ ] T , independent of . All higher projections follow from Eq. (9).
By choosing = −3/ 2, symmetry gives the simplifications that odd moments vanish for = 1 and even moments vanish for = 2. The first few nonzero moments are given in Table 1 . For more general , the moments may be calculated in terms of these,
III. Multiscaling Functions on the Interval
For situations where it is desired to use a basis restricted to a finite or semi-infinite interval, most orthogonal wavelet families are deficient. The problem comes from the staggered supports of the scaling functions and wavelets. There will always be some basis functions which straddle any boundary. Retaining such basis functions is not aappropriate since they have tails outside the region of interest (with longer tails for coarser scales). On the other hand, neglecting them is also inappropriate since the tails inside the region are critical for the the basis to reproduce low-order polynomials near the edges. A common workaround for a finite interval is to use periodized scaling functions and wavelets which wrap around the domain edges [59] , but this has the undesirable effect of artificially destroying some of the very localization which was such an appealing aspect of wavelet bases. An alternative pursued by Meyer [46] was to include just the inner tails as independent basis functions, but these were not generally orthogonal to each other and were subject to problems of numerical precision. Subsequent work by Cohen, et al. [12, 13] , showed how to use the restrictions of the primitive edge scaling functions and wavelets in linear combination to obtain special edge functions orthogonal both to each other and to all the basis functions away from the edge. Monasse and Perrier [50, 51] , extending results of Auscher [2] , showed a similar construction which gave special edge functions adapted naturally to solution of particular (e.g., Dirichlet or Neuman) differential equation boundary conditions. The latter approach is further extended in the present paper to orthogonal multiwavelets, working with the specific case of the Chui-Lian family and specializing to boundary conditions commonly met in the standard problems of quantum mechanics.
We start by considering a left-hand boundary situated at x = 0. The functions k and k for k ≥ 0 are entirely to the right, while those for k = -1 and -2 straddle the origin. The monomial expansions take the forms
If the sum over k in Eq. (13) starts at k = 0, then the equality holds for all x ≥ 2. To obtain equality for all x ≥ 0, we only need to add the right-hand tails of the k = -1 and -2 functions. In terms of the Heaviside function Θ x ( ) = 1 for x > 0, 0 for x < 0,
At least three edge scaling functions are needed to restore approximation order three for all x ≥ 0.
We choose these to be of the same length as the other scaling functions, having support [0, 3] . In analogy to the scalar wavelet procedure adopted by Cohen, et al. [13] , the k = 0 functions (for which [0, 3] is the support) are borrowed for this purpose instead of being included in the set of regular scaling functions. Thus, in terms of the three independent left-hand edge functions,
Eq. (14) can be rewritten as
These functions are orthogonal to all of the k for k ≥ 1 by construction, but they are not orthogonal to each other. It is first necessary to find the overlap matrix with integrations restricted
Using the recursion relation in Eq. (1) for both scaling functions leads to the identity
All integrals for which either of the first or third subscripts is ≥ 0 reduce to the standard orthogonality integrals. Equations (18) then become a series of inhomogeneous equations for those with both subscripts < 0. Solving for these truncated integrals yields the values appearing in Table 2 . According to Eq. (15), the overlaps among the p L x ( ) are then given by
This matrix takes the simple form 
where T is upper-diagonal. The resulting orthogonal edge functions are shown in Fig. 2 .
The recursion satisfied by the edge scaling functions is necessarily mixed with the regular scaling functions. This can be seen by tracking back through the cumulative transformations to the definitions of the scaling function tails, for which Eq. (1) 
These matrices satisfy the normalization condition,
where I 3 is the 3x3 identity matrix.
The moments
( ) (27) can be calculated using Eq. (23),
The moments for the first few values of p are tabulated in Table 3 .
IV. Multiwavelets on the Interval
Following Cohen, et al. [13] , a primitive set of edge wavelets may be constructed by considering what is left over from n L 2x ( ).
The orthogonal set of edge wavelets is constructed from linear combinations of these functions,
These obey refinement relations analogous to Eq. (23),
for which normalization and orthogonality to edge scaling functions requires
Furthermore, we ask that n L x ( )~x n as x → 0 in the same manner as was done for the n L x ( ). 
The corresponding edge wavelets are shown in Fig. 3 .
Because of the symmetry of the underlying basis, a right-hand boundary can be simply accommodated by using the mirror images of the p L x ( ) and p L x ( ) [13] . Thus, all functions necessary for maintaining approximation order 3 in the presence of left-hand edges, right-hand edges, or both have been obtained. The one caveat is that it is assumed that for finite intervals, there are sufficient inner functions that the left-hand and right-hand edge functions do not overlap.
V. Linear Moments and General Projection Integrals
For expansion of general functions, f x ( ) , it is necessary to resort to approximate methods for the evaluation of the projection integrals. If projections on a fine scale J are accurately calculated, the scaling function and wavelet projections on coarser scales may be obtained using the two-scale recursions. In the frequently-used Mallat algorithm [45] for single wavelet systems, the level-J integrations are approximated by samples f k / 2
slowly varying relative to this scale. This has the strong convenience that the lowpass and highpass recursions can be iterated starting directly from the data sequence. Sufficient accuracy is not always obtained for the wavelet and scaling function coefficients on the various scales, however [34, 33] , and there is not a natural generalization to the case of multiwavelet families, which need multiple input data streams. Both of these issues may be addressed by prefiltering of the input sequence of samples [59, 69, 30, 68, 64, 47, 70] , to borrow from the language of signal processing.
A projection-based prefiltering using polynomial interpolation has been shown to markedly improve accuracy for nonsingular functions f x ( ) in either single wavelet [34, 33] or multiwavelet [32] families using a few samples that fall within the neighborhood of each of the level-J scaling functions. For a particular value of k, one approximates f x ( ) in terms of its samples at positions
In the most common circumstance, the positions are equally spaced and have the form
where is a constant shift which may be chosen as convenient in aligning the sample positions with respect to the support k / 2
However, it is not necessary in the following derivations for the points to be distributed regularly. In any case, the L Jkq x ( ) are Lagrange interpolating polynomials of order r -1,
taking the value 1 at x = x Jkq and 0 at the other sample points. Equation (38) is an equality for f x ( ) any polynomial of order up to r -1, and an approximate equality otherwise. From this form,
we obtain a numerical quadrature approximation for the projection integrals,
Here the Jk q are the quadrature weights, which may be expressed in terms of the moments in Eq. (8) and derivatives of the Lagrange polynomials,
Each of the terms in Eq. (42) is factored into a moment which depends on scaling function characteristics and an algebraic part which depends on the grid ( x Jkq ). The moments need to be evaluated only once.
It will frequently be the case that the sets of x Jkq for neighboring values of k will overlap.
That is, an overall grid (regularly or irregularly spaced) will be specified with a total number of samples on the order of the number of scaling functions to be included on the finest level. From this set are chosen r quadrature points in the neighborhood of each Jk . In the common case that the samples are uniformly spaced as in Eq. (39), the Lagrange derivatives and quadrature coefficients are the same for all values of k and need to be calculated only once. As an example, taking sample points for Jk symmetrically distributed at
Accuracy on scale j is gained by calculating the scaling function projections at finer initial levels J and using the two-scale relations iteratively to obtain the coarser-scale expansion coefficients. For uniformly-spaced samples, the error of any particular coefficient in the multiresolution analysis is usually asymptotically proportional to 2 − Jr , though symmetric distributions of sample points will improve this to 2
( ) for odd r [32] . In practice, calculation of the projection integrals may require different densities of sample points (i.e., different finest levels J ) in different locations for the same degree of accuracy. It then becomes advantageous to use an adaptive wavelet quadrature scheme such as that discussed for single wavelet families in
Johnson, et al. [34] , where the integrals for ranges of values k are treated in batches to maintain the linear character of the sampling relative to the number of included scaling functions.
The addition of the edge scaling functions only slightly complicates the picture. For each n, a set of sample points x Jnq is chosen. These may, for instance, be the r points nearest the edge regardless of the value of n. Aside from notational changes, the differences are primarily that the
A similar form holds in the case of a right-hand edge.
VI. Bilinear Moments and General Matrix Elements
For applications to quantum problems, it is necessary to have systematic means of evaluating Hamiltonian matrix elements in the multiwavelet basis. As for projection integrals linear in the basis functions, these bilinear integrals may be calculated by the combination of scaling function quadrature on fine scales and recursion to coarser scales (see Johnson, et al. [34] , for the single wavelet case). One starts by evaluation of the special monomial moments,
Setting the lower integration limit to 0 has no consequence if at least one of the scaling functions vanishes there anyway, i.e., either k or ≥ 0, but a truncation occurs if k and both have one of the values -2 or -1. Through use of the two-scale relations in Eq. (1) on both bra and ket scaling functions, one finds that these moments must satisfy
where c ′ k ; ′ is the (α, α') element of the matrix c k .
Focusing first on the regular case that either k or ≥ 0, we may use change of variables in Eq. (45) to express each moment in the form
so it is sufficient to consider the = 0 case and to express all moments in Eq. (46) in terms of those with first spatial index equal to zero. Thus, the number of independent quantities that must be determined is reduced to r p;0 ;k for -2 ≤ k ≤ 2. There are even more constraints, however.
From Eq. (45), it can be shown that there is a further relationship between the integrals for positive
and negative values of k,
Also, the symmetry / antisymmetry of the Chui-Lian multiscaling functions leads to a relation for fixed k,
Thus it is only necessary to find the moments for k ≥ 0 and for ≥ . One may solve these equations for successive values of p, the starting values (p = 0) being provided by the orthogonality relations,
The first few essential matrix moments are given in Table 4 .
For evaluation of the moments with truncated integrals, it is only necessary to return to Eq. 
given in Tables 5 and 6 , respectively. 
The weights, therefore, can be evaluated in terms of linear combinations of the moments r p;0 ;k calculated above, though the specific details depend upon which choice of shift lk is made. This may be, for instance, an endpoint or centerpoint of the region of common support of k and l .
Under most choices, one may at least assume translation-invariance, that is, lk is only a function of the difference k − l . The same then becomes true of J ;l ; k ;q , so one reduces the number of independent weights that must be calculated to a small number, no matter how many values of k and l are included. For those integrals involving the edge functions, the weights are defined similarly, but in terms of r p;n;m LL and r p;n;k L .
For the all-important issue of systematic accuracy, adaptive refinement is again required.
For the case of single wavelet families, a method was outlined by Johnson, et al. [34] , which maintains linear scaling with respect to the number of function samples that must be evaluated.
Aside from the multiple scaling functions for each spatial index and the inclusion of special functions near the boundaries, the discussion given there also applies to the current work.
VII. Kinetic Energy Matrix Elements and Regularizations
It is also necessary to evaluate the basis set representation of the kinetic energy operator K.
This is a second order differential operator whose precise form depends on the coordinates employed. For a given wave function F x ( ), expansion of the product KF x ( ) in the regular multiwavelet basis requires insertion of a resolution of the identity operator, which takes the form
In most Wavelet-Galerkin methods, it is assumed that J is chosen to give sufficiently fine resolution that the wavelet components of F x ( ) at that and finer scales may be neglected. The operator K is then approximated by its projection on the scaling function subspace, and it is only necessary to calculate the matrix elements J l K Jk . This procedure is briefly described.
The particular differential operators that will be considered for the quantum mechanical 
where the latter integrals are the projection integrals discussed earlier and the new integrals are components of a hermitian matrix,
This is a band matrix in the spatial indices since the only nonzero elements occur for k − l ≤ 2 .
The calculation of similar matrices in single scaling function bases has been addressed by Beylkin [4] (see also Resnikoff and Wells [54] ), and the generalization to the multiwavelet case is not difficult. First, under a shift of integration variable, the integrals in Eq. (58) can all be expressed in terms of integrals with vanishing first spatial index,
so it is again only necessary to consider the l = 0 case. Using the refinement equations, one obtains the relations
The symmetry of the full matrix under the interchange l
allowing attention to be further restricted to k ≥ 0. A final constraint arises from the symmetry and antisymmetry of the scaling functions 1 and 2 , respectively, under the reflection x → 3 -x,
making it possible to restrict attention to ≥ .
Equations (60)- (62) yield a homogeneous system to which must be added inhomogeneous constraints. These may be obtained from the equations for polynomial expansion. For the case p = 0, we start from the relation
Differentiating twice, we have
Projection onto x ( ) and use of integration by parts on the right hand side gives
Since ˆ m 0 = 1,0
[ ]
T , only the = 1 equation is inhomogeneous. For differential operators with higher p, we proceed in a slightly different manner,
With these results, the banded scaling function matrices d p;l ; k may be evaluated either numerically or analytically. Within the scaling function subspace, this gives the exact representations of the differential operators.
A caveat we wish to stress here is that all of the differential matrix elements considered are defined with respect to the hermitian form where one derivative acts upon the bra and the other upon the ket. For all functions which vanish at the endpoints of their support, integration by parts can be employed so that both derivatives are acting upon the same function. The edge functions offer an exception to this, however, since 0 L 0 ( ) = 2.183415683967980 ≠ 0 . In extension of the above methods to the integrals over the edge scaling functions, integration by parts in the p = 0 case can lead to the appearance of surface terms which must not be neglected. In such a case, the form of the operator with derivatives split between bra and ket is the one that is to be calculated since, as pointed out in a similar situation by Slater [57] , this is the form that enters the variational principle from which Schrödinger's equation is derived. This is in any case seen to be the natural choice to avoid non-Hermiticity of the kinetic energy operator.
For functions F x
( ) containing components outside the scaling function subspace, e.g., polynomials of higher than second order, the neglected wavelet components can become more significant. Thus, application of the matrix d p to the array of coefficients for the function x 3 will not quite produce the projections for
p+1 . In practice, it is found that convergence of kinetic energy matrix elements with respect to scale refinement is quite slow compared to that for potential matrix elements using the Chui-Lian family, a fact we attribute to the derivative discontinuities which occur for scaling functions and wavelets with such short support [18] . A different approximate operator may, in fact, be more appropriate (see Lazaar, et al. [40] 
It again follows that it is sufficient to consider only l = 0. One finds using Eq. (8),
These inhomogeneous equations for the elements ˜ d p;0 ;k take the place of the use of the refinement equations plus auxiliary inhomogeneous conditions. The power of x is allowed to vary from i = 0 up to the maximum power for which the equations can be solved in each case: i ≤ 7 for p = 0 and i ≤ 5 for p = 1 and 2. For p = 2, two of the nine independent parameters are undetermined, so the specific conditions ˜ d 2;02;k1 =0 are imposed for k = 1 and 2. Only these regularized results, given in Table 7 , are used in the calculations below.
For those l ( = 1 and 2) sharing support with the edge functions n L , extra terms appear,
In terms of the moments of both [Eqs. (8) and (27)],
Similarly,
As mentioned for the non-regularized matrix elements, integration by parts has led to a surface term in one case that must not be neglected. The solutions to these equations are given in Tables 8 and   9 .
VIII. Particle in a Box
For quantum applications with hard potential walls, all of the elements are now in place for construction of the Hamiltonian matrix in a multiscaling function basis with automatic solution of the boundary value conditions. The prototypical example is the square well potential with infinitely high walls, One can use the methods developed above to numerically handle a wide variety of potential shapes on the interval, with or without the infinite walls. With transition to a multiresolution basis including wavelets at different scales, one can efficiently accommodate strongly non-polynomial behavior. For multidimensional problems in Cartesian coordinates, the generalization is immediate since the basis functions are just products of those for the individual degrees of freedom.
IX. Curvilinear Coordinates and the Hydrogen Atom
The hydrogen atom has so far provided a difficult testing ground for wavelet technology.
Three dimensional calculations [60] have very slow convergence due to the singular nature of the potential, and even one dimensional calculations [22, 20] with the potential -1/|x| have only been carried to about three significant digits of accuracy. The natural approach is to separate variables in, for example, spherical polar coordinates, though this has not been accomplished before. In atomic units and using the variables , z = cos , and r, we have the following eigenvalue equations
with volume elements d , dz, and dr, respectively. We examine each of these individually.
A. Azimuthal angle
The first of these equations has the boundary conditions of continuity of F m and its derivative at the boundaries, i.e., F m 0
In this situation, one need go no further than to use the existing method of periodizing the multiscaling functions, i.e., allowing them to wrap at the domain edges. The edge functions constructed in this paper are not needed.
B. Polar angle
In the second equation, we consider the m = 0 case for which the solutions are normalized multiples of the Legendre polynomials, P 0 = 1, ( ) = 1/ r, followed by recursion to scale j = 0. Those integrals involving the lowest k and will still be more difficult to converge, however, and are best calculated separately to higher order. (This is an example where adaptive wavelet quadrature [34] would be of use, though it is not presently coded.) Those integrals involving the edge functions can once more be calculated by using the edge recursions, substituting the values determined for integrals involving only regular multiscaling functions, and solving the resulting inhomogeneous equations for those involving edge functions. Table   10 . These results are similar to those for the s wave, a situation found for higher waves as well.
The current approach is not meant to apply directly to the solution of polyatomic electronic structure problems [9, 66, 6, 60, 28, 26, 1, 29] , for which uniform multidimensional grids independent of the atomic positions have been used. (Non-uniform bases on irregular grids are also possible [26] .) To use orthogonal compact support wavelets for such problems, special multidimensional quadratures have been investigated [48] .
Although only the case m = 0 was explicitly addressed above, the associated Legendre equation in Eq. (78) for m > 0 can be treated in the same manner as the radial equation for l > 0 since the algebraic singularities are of the same type. The essential difference is the existence of two boundaries rather than one.
X. Discussion
It has been shown that orthogonal multiwavelet families may be used for quantum problems with general potentials in a manner very similar to that taken for single wavelet families. Edge scaling functions and wavelets have been derived in extension of the methods used by
Cohen, et al. [12, 13] , and Monasse and Perrier [50, 51] for single wavelets. This allows the approximation order of three (quadratic polynomials) to be obtained throughout a finite interval or along a half-line. By judicious choice of the edge functions, one is able to satisfy the boundary conditions of many typical equations of quantum mechanics. The same set of basis functions was then shown to be usable for either Cartesian and curvilinear degrees of freedom.
Since this first demonstration has focussed on standard problems with analytical solutions for calibration, there may be the appearance of cracking a peanut with a sledgehammer. The actual situation, however, is that the present numerical methods may be applied to a large variety of coordinates and potential functions. The next important step for increasing adaptability is implementation of the multiresolution decomposition, i.e., to transform to the multiscale wavelet basis. As discussed by Beylkin, et al. [5] , for single wavelet bases, this changes the structure of the matrices so that the sparseness is partially destroyed. Their solution to this problem is a redundant "nonstandard representation" for matrix operators which streamlines matrix-vector multiplies. The nonstandard representation has already been used in numerical calculations by, e.g., Fischer [20] and Goedecker [26] , and generalizations have been discussed by Lippert, et al. [42] . Its adaptation to the current multiwavelet basis will be explored in future work. 
